
How to get here 
Address: 

Buddha Center, Karma Shedrup Choeling 

Korsholmvej 178 

9631 Gedsted 

 

Phone: +45 98 64 56 55 

Mobile: +45 20 83 46 64 

 

Generally you can find your way from anywhere in Denmark with public transport via www.rejseplanen.dk 

we recommend you to search according to your schedule. 

 

Aalborg Airport (AAL) is 70 km away. From the airport there is shuttle bus service to Aalborg Busterminal. 

From Aalborg Busterminal there is two good options. Take X bus 960X (direction Viborg), get off at 

Aalestrup Busterminal. We can pick you up here. Or take X bus 951X (direction Farsø) and get off at Farsø 

Busterminal. We can pick you up here. 

 

Billund Airport (BLL) is 120 km away. From the airport there is for example a X bus 912X (direction Aarhus 

Trainstation). From here take a train going to Viborg. Get off at Viborg. Connect to Bus no 67 (direction 

Aars). Get off at Gedsted, where we can pick you up. Alternatively travel from Billund airport to Vejle 

Trainstation where you find train to Viborg, and connect yourself to a Bus to either Gedsted or Aalestrup.  

Aarhus Airport (AAR) is 110 km away. This airport is placed 41 km away from Aarhus city; it requires time to 

reach Aarhus Trainstation by bus. From Aarhus Trainstation you can find trains to Viborg. From Viborg 

Busterminal there is for example Bus no 67 (direction Aars). Get off at Gedsted, where we can pick you up. 

Copenhagen Airport (CPH) is depending on the choice of driving route between 290 km and 390 km away. 

Trains are available directly from Copenhagen airport and you should reach at Viborg, where you for 

example can find Bus no 67 (direction Aars). Get off at Gedsted, where we can pick you up. From 

Copenhagen central Trainstation there is also cheap and direct Bus lines www.flixbus.dk to Viborg. 

From Buddha Center the distance to   

Viborg Train/Busterminal is 34 km. 

Farsø is 10 km. 

Gedsted is 5 km.  

Aalestrup is 10 km. 

 

By car coming from south on the E45 highway. 

- Take Exit  34 - Hobro N  for Route 29/541 toward Aggersund/Hadsund/Hobro N. 

- Turn Left onto Nordre Ringvej, Route 29/541  

signs for Aalestrup/Aggersund/Nørager and follow Route 29 for 5 km. 

- Turn Left onto Hvalpsundvej/ Route 561 and follow Route 561 for 11 km. 

- At roundabout take the 2nd exit onto Nordre Ringvej, Route 561 and continue for 1,5 km. 

- Turn Right onto Sognevejen direction to Østerbølle and continue for 7 km. 

- Turn Right onto Korsholmvej and follow the road for 150 meters. 

http://www.rejseplanen.dk/
http://www.flixbus.dk/


- Turn Right at the Sign to Buddha Center and continue on the gravel road for 1 km.  


